Mobility Solutions Enhance Drug Safety
Through Innovation
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In their efforts to help patients combat disease, and stay ahead of illness,
pharmaceutical companies have drastically increased clinical research into new drugs
and treatments. A key influence in this drive is the growing demands of an aging
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population. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, by 2034, people over the age of
65 will outnumber those under the age of 18, creating significant changes in both the
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healthcare and pharmaceutical industries.1
To meet these shifting demands, pharmaceutical companies have embraced mobile
technology to accelerate the discovery and testing of new drugs at an unprecedented
pace. In fact, since 2013, the FDA has approved 40-50 new drugs each year—double the
approvals of 20-25 per year from the previous two decades.2
Though stringent regulation challenges, evolving healthcare programs, and the call
for faster delivery have put unprecedented pressure on the pharmaceutical industry,
mobility solutions have enabled companies to adapt quickly to demand, work more
efficiently, increase accuracy and accountability, and drive profits.
Mobile devices and mobility management solutions enable drug companies to thoroughly
ensure drug safety and compliance at all steps along the supply chain, while at the same
time driving efficiency to bring these new life-saving drugs to market more quickly.
In this paper, we’ll explore how mobile solutions have improved the efficacy of clinical
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research and drug trials—as well as increased operational efficiencies through digital
transformation in drug production and distribution. We’ll also discuss how enterprise
mobility management solutions are making it easy for the pharma industry to realize the
benefits of mobility, without putting added burdens on their IT teams or users.

Creating Life-Saving Value
Human clinical drug trials are essential in verifying the effectiveness and
safety of the drugs so many rely on to save their lives, as well as make their
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lives more livable. In recent years, the number of registered clinical trials

receive accurate and

has increased significantly. In 2000, just over 2,000 clinical studies were

accountable information

registered. However as of October 2019, there were more than 300,000
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studies registered globally.3

matter where they are, is

Clinical trials have also become more complex, requiring adherence to stricter
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standards, greater transparency in data gathering, and more verifiable and

to presenting findings to

demonstrated results. In fact, less than 10 percent of drugs make it through
the first of the three-phase approval process.4

the FDA for approval.
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Advancement through the approval process can take several years and include thousands of patients
dispersed around the globe. Ensuring that researchers receive accurate and accountable information
from each person, no matter where they are, is essential when it comes to presenting findings to the
FDA for approval.
Using mobile devices, such as tablets distributed to research patients to collect data more accurately,
has helped clinicians and patients alike.
Patient Convenience – Tablets provide patients with a convenient means to share
real-time feedback regarding dosage, reactions, and other comments for a more
accurate representation of their personal responses to medications. Alerts can also
be turned on to help patients remember when to take their doses and remind them
to input their information.
Patient Safety – Since the information is uploaded immediately, researchers can
respond accordingly if a patient is experiencing a reaction or if the patient has
questions about the medication.
Patient Privacy – Tablets equipped with HIPAA-compliant security software can
protect patients’ personal data a lot better than paper notes. Additionally, if the
tablet is stolen or lost, it can be wiped remotely to ensure private data stays private.
Accurate Results – Using standardized response forms, researchers can ensure the
information provided by patients is aligned with what they are looking to collect, as
well as help them to make better decisions about a drug’s viability and safety.
Gathering Data – Collecting data manually isn’t only a time-consuming process, it
is also prone to errors. Electronic data collection is easier to aggregate and analyze
when formatted properly, pushing the process along more quickly.
Speed to Market – Transparency of the data and accountability of findings make it
easier for the FDA to approve new medications, therefore enabling them to get to
market quicker to save patient lives and increase profits for the company. Any errors
in the research or denial of approval could mean a loss of millions of dollars and
years of work.

Delivering Manufacturing Efficiencies
The increased advancement of new medications has also put a demand on manufacturers to produce
high-quality products faster and get them to patients quicker—without compromising safety. To
succeed, manufacturers utilize mobile devices to drive efficiency and streamline operational processes in
the development of a more agile supply chain.
Mobile Workforce — Workers use mobile devices to follow each drug through the
manufacturing process, moving from station to station, inputting information in a
more timely manner, and ensuring greater accuracy of that information.
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New Technologies — Mobility enables adoption of new technologies—such as the
interaction and connectivity with robotics—to empower digital transformation
across the organization.
Information Accuracy — Drug safety is the number one priority of manufacturers.
Replacing all paper processes (including maintenance logs and safety checks) with
electronic documents using mobile devices, increases data accuracy, provides easy
access for audits, and helps to see the big picture of manufacturing functionality to
avoid repeat errors.
Traceability and Accountability — Being able to clearly see where every element of
a drug came from, the entire production process, and each step of its distribution to
pharmacies and patients, lets companies prove the quality and safety of the drugs
they manufacture. Traceability also simplifies the FDA audit process so auditors can
do their jobs more efficiently and accurately with less downtime for the plant.
Time Management — With real-time information, plant managers can quickly review
the plant’s manufacturing output, inventory control, and employee productivity to
boost efficiency and focus on areas that need the most attention.

Enterprise Mobility Management Provides Relief
In both clinical trials and during the manufacturing process, pharmaceutical
companies rely on thousands of mobile devices to ensure the drugs they
produce are safe. Effectively managing all of those devices seamlessly—so as
to focus on patients, not mobility management—is yet another way companies
can confidently stand behind the purity and reliability of their products.
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) provides pharmaceutical companies
with a single-platform solution that can manage a host of disparate devices,
and the data on those devices, in a variety of use cases and end-user hands.
When it comes to devices that patients use to record their experiences during
clinical trials, a lot can go wrong, both with the collection of data and securing
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of personal patient data when not managed effectively. With a robust EMM

patient data when not

solution, IT staffs can monitor, manage, and maintain those devices, anywhere
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in the world, pushing and deleting trial-specific apps, locking down devices to
only run approved apps, and wiping devices should they get lost or stolen—all
from one platform. This not only protects the integrity of the trial, but patient
information as well.
These security features also protect companies’ intellectual property from threat actors who can sell new
drug discovery information to competitors before the drugs are approved or have made their way to
market. EMM solutions for pharmaceuticals can also provide visibility into regulatory compliance of these
devices, so nothing is left to chance when it comes to FDA audits and traceability documentation to verify
drug safety within the supply chain.
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In addition to managing and securing mobile devices and the information on
them, EMM increases productivity in both the manufacturing process and in
how receptive patients are to provide information vital for viable drug trials.
People are more comfortable using mobile devices and apps to input, share,
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and utilize data, however some still struggle with keeping apps current when
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updates are left up to them. EMM simplifies the deployment and update
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process, ensuring users have the most updated apps, while at the same time

information vital for

reducing mobility device management overhead, and streamlining overall
operational costs.

viable drug trials.

The Rx for Pharma Mobility Success
Vox Mobile empowers leading pharmaceutical manufacturers to focus their energies on the discovery
and distribution of life-saving drugs, and leave the long-term management of their EMM solutions to us.
As a single-source provider for software licensing acquisition, Vox Mobile supports all the leading
EMM solutions, helping companies identify the best solution for their organization’s mobility
management needs.
Global Capabilities
Getting devices into the hands of people that need them outside the U.S.—for clinical trials or
production facilities overseas—can be problematic. These devices require the same security and
management capabilities of devices used stateside, but must also conform and comply with local
regulations, service levels, and language.
Vox Mobile’s network of mobility experts understand the complexities of global mobility deployment
and management. By partnering with in-country experts, we provide enterprise mobility managed
services for multinational organizations and offer local language and time zone services for the
deployment, support, and management of the global mobile workforce.
Trusted Mobility Advisor
Vox Mobile enables their clients to maintain a strong edge in the competitive pharmaceutical market by
being the trusted mobility advisor clients can count on anytime, anywhere.
• Lifecycle Management Services – Ensure apps, devices and contract renewals are always up to date.
• Nimble Problem Resolution – Solve problems over the phone, or if necessary, send a new device to
keep processes moving.
• Comprehensive Support – Provide end-to-end services, including consultation, design, staging,
same-day delivery, and help desk support.
• Greater ROI – Offer substantial licensing discounts, manage current licensing agreements, as well as
drive enterprise adoption and reduce shelf-ware.
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Vox Mobile empowers pharmaceutical innovations that help save lives and increase the quality of life
for patients. Through the use of optimally managed mobility solutions, pharmaceutical companies can
ensure drug safety compliance while expanding their reach and market share around the world.

Learn More About Vox Mobile
Pharmaceutical Use Case Studies:
Managing a Mobile Environment to Ensure Superior User Experience Cost
Effectiveness
Enabling a Multinational Pharmaceutical Company to Drive Carrier Plan Efficiency
Vox Mobile Healthcare
EMM System Administration
EMM Licensing Acquisition

Contact Vox Mobile for the cure to empower
your company for a healthier future.
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